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1. INTRODUCTION 

On the day of September 3, 2022, in Surin Province of northern Thailand, the Sun was shining and comfort, the 

atmosphere was harmonious, and full of peaceful and serene time. 

 

On this day, a large gathering was held and attended by a big crowd including the Governor of Surin Province, Mr. 

Suvapong Kitiphatpiboon, some health officials from the surrounding provinces, with hundreds of participants in totals. 

Everyone seems in good spirits.  

 

This meeting may serve as debut after July 9 MOHT approval for the public use to counter Covid-19 virus spread as an 

UN-Orthodox alternative. Public speech was held to share how effective these products were and a live re-distribution of 

200 infected patients load of the product Plasters. This can also be regarded as a first public debut to a new, economic and 

very effective means to fight against to fight Covid-19 virus war.  

 

Surin province was also one of the earliest pioneering provinces in Thailand in fighting for Virus pandemics in 2020. 

 

2. The new technology 

It is brand new, totally Physics science driven technology for disinfecting Covid-19 Virus live from inside the human 

bodies, or more specifically a “Medical Physical Plasters” (MMP-C19 in short) used only for the purpose of detaining 

Covid19 virus spread and thus caused this worldwide pandemic.  

 

So, it is nothing but a hard-core science driven, beautifully implemented by cutting edge network and information systems, 

but with the sole purpose of serving the need of human being in the everlasting and dispersing worldwide Virus pandemics. 

The resulting products utilize nothing but all Physics based forces or materials, as it only employs mechanical forces such 

as light, wave, magnetic, mechanical, and even information systems mechanism etc., but can perform disinfecting function 

to the Covid-19 virus live from human bodies especially in cells while being broken into by the Virus.  

 

This approach of MMP-C19 has been facilitated a fundamental shift from the current prevailing main stream thoughts and 

approaches of vaccine-based technology or traditional medical based solutions with eyes on to end Virus pandemics. And 

the implications of this new technology debut warrant a much wider interpretation.  

 

One of the most distinguishing characteristics of MMP-C19 technology is it requires zero intake or injection into the body, 

which none current vaccination methods nor medication ones can claim.   

 

On top of all that, the effective rate of MMP-C19, if one can be factored out patients preexisting medical conditions, can 

reach a close 100%.   

 

 
 

From the above photo, one can see that the application process looks very simple and even rudimentary in many ways. 

And also, please be advised that don’t be fooled by its overly this kind of simplistic appearance, behind the scene, there 

are many cutting edge technological breakthroughs occurred, and all these were really breath taking! 

 

The technical team and the technological breakthroughs 

The technical team for this new technology is composed of a "cross-fields" multi-national experts, and with much 

dynamically mixed experiences in the fields of "microbes, electronics, system control, information system, basic materials, 
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traditional Chinese medicine, etc.” the creativity and the level of integration from so diversified fields were really 

amassing, and thus become one of the major contributions to the achievement. 

 

Another key methodological uniqueness in their early pioneering period has to do with how key hypotheses were 

formulated, and even much worse how difficulty these were to identifying ways to empirically confirming and validating 

them. Like the Universe, the microorganism world is still full of unknowns and profound in its complexity. “Bold 

assumptions, with careful verification”, as the old saying goes, which guided the team through.  

 

Hypothesis, or academic postulation must be followed by strict scientific validation and verification process. But for the 

Covid-19 case, at the current stage, are nanoscale particles which cannot been seen by naked eyes nor can be viewed 

through by any available scientific equipment such as the most powerful microscopes.  

 

To be more specifically, these validation and verification process at most be regarded as indirect ones because there may 

not exist any readily available equipment to be used to view or directly observed, but we do through indirect way we did 

learn and felt such existence！And through some extreme efforts, we have managed to obtain some very valuable hints 

or weak signs from which we can learn a lot more about the secrecy of these unknowns. One example of analogy which 

can be used will be “A Pond and Stone Dropping”: said there was a sizable stone had been dropped in the center of the 

pond, however it was not directly captured by the observers, supposed it will never be repeated again but has to draw their 

observations indirectly through the ripple wave effects consequentially reached the bank of the Pond. This situation is 

very similar to the way how the team drawn their knowledge and understanding of the Covid-19 virus world, and thus 

some of important discovery listed in this paper. However, due to the complication as well as the sensitivity level involved, 

the team now agrees to release only some conclusions rather than details, because now the whole world is virtually in the 

war time, human beings are being suffered every minute of time, it is recommended to adopt the doctrine of “fight first, 

then decide”, not to wait years or even decade to reach academic consensus before we can do something.    

 

The following two most critical postulates and its indirect conclusion which resulted in the revolutionary breakthrough of 

MMP-C19 technology are nothing but some true science driven and super effective anti-Covid-19 virus spreading 

mechanism, which can be as emergency use for detaining the Virus!   

 

The first “Does the Covid-19 Virus as a grouping microorganism have its own self-propelling energy source to begin 

with?” or simply driven by forces of gravitation?  

 

The second has to do with the issue like: do the Virus’ behaviors or activities demonstrated any patterns？Which will be 

the mechanism which instruct the virus to do certain things?  Or simply that is because its instinct? 

 

The way how in the very beginning the team to jump at these kinds of complicate issues, reflecting some common traits 

that this generation of science professionals who now carried, and are the prints of modern computer science or 

information system background. However, these are clearly a blessing rather than burdens.  

 

3. The theoretical building blocks for MMP-C19  

Because of the breakthroughs in the above mentioned two theological grounds, there are now three practical major 

breakthroughs which contribute the formation of the MPP-C19 technology:   

1) The existence of so called Covid-19 Virus own energy source hypothesis was confirmed through indirect logical 

inferences and through the indirect “Black Box” approach. Thus, the team only focuses on the Virus’s energy source as 

the major battling point. Their efforts met with great results. 

 

However, according to the public definition, Covid-19 virus like most other viruses consists of three components: the 

genetic material, some proteins and a lipid layer. In the case of SARS-Cov-2 (the virus responsible for the Covid-19 

disease) the genetic material is a 30,000 repeats unit RNA. This RNA whilst others act as spikes to anchor to human cells 

and the lipid layer acts to protect the whole assembly. 

 

It seems no mention about there exists the Virus self-propelled own energy sources; none seems any room to contain such 

a component. 

 

However, human beings have endless desire and ability to explore unknowns.  

 

MMP-C19 is a great example how a small, private, totally unknown team with a strong tendency to explore and then 

willing to devote time, the initial limited finance and energy, but challenge some of the world most touching issues of 

Covid-19 pandemics, and finally, they even able to win the up hands!  

 

2) The second one related to its information transferring mechanism of Covid-19 Virus. As a grouping microorganism, 

we found that certain behavioral traits which can warrant our interception. What we found was that this tiny and very 

rudimentary form of creature could have a uniform response from outside call. So, it becomes earlier for us to do 

something about it.  
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A close comparison between Covid-19 virus and ants were conducted. Some interesting characters were identified: Ants 

are decentralized colonic creature, whereas the Covid-19 viruses as lower life forms are also decentralized but with a 

uniform response to some specific outside calls. Ants take cues from the local environment and thus Ants utilize those to 

help the make decisions. The Covid-19 virus, however, is by information wave with special code. To discover the 

existence of this decision-making way is one part of the story, how they work is another. The team achieved that by 

decoding its behavior pattern which actually followed by Virus’s activities.  

 

This was exactly the term used for: decoding the Virus secrecy of biological codes! It is really how the Virus rely on for 

their daily living with. Only up to this point, the team realized that they could do something about the final goal: to bring 

the Virus on its knees.  

 

After cracking the above two unbelievable questions, now come to the third one, the one with which can eventually make 

human senses and the one can really applicable to resolve issues at hand: to real perform the action that killing the Covid-

19 virus on spots. It would complete the cycle of formulate the whole of MMP-C19 suite. It is this step which can make 

it all possible for human being eventually get an up hand for the battle between the Virus intrusion and human’s defending.  

 

1) Now comes to the third point, which will be the human most powerful weapon to be used to final: “the Modulated 

Wave (MVs)”. Up till now, the solution function when the team were facing the task. The challenge were nothing but 

daunting, because it is related to how to design a way to kill the Virus right on the spot when the Virus successful entering 

the human bodies，Throughout the history, human being seem only to know how to destroy Virus from outside human 

body, but never from inside. The society had come to grasp some chemicals (or toxics) to kill them but certainly this will 

be never happening if the inside human cells! 

 

The team finally got the answers in which two critical components are in bedded. The first one has to do with utilizing 

some kind of “Synthetic Magnetic Wave (SMWs)”, which is nothing but a physical form of signals that human bodies 

naturally, with no harm to human at all; 

 

Secondly, it is to establish unique communication linkage only with the Virus, not anything else. Through this channel to 

send nothing but only the virus could have understood and even be implemented. Up to now, we seems start to realize 

what we are talking about it, we are actually send some correct codes to the Virus，but with wrong instructions, which 

cause the Virus first dis-oriented, and soon be suicidal effects, until its final collapse! It’s very much like some kind of 

Hollywood episode that kill some enemies by “Collapse of Itself” Strategy. But in this case the enemy is Covid-19 virus, 

while the weapon we are using is MVs plus the secret codes we had been obtained from the Virus.      

 

The nature of the SMV, very obviously is Physics based, lied in the fact that we are able to utilize the secrecy decoded as 

it is pointed out from the point 2 above. This one-to-one relationship will assure the safest way to kill the Virus without 

any harm to human body, just like the function that one key opens only one lock, or one phone number only can put 

through one receiver. And even a much more beautiful way of eradicating the Virus without using any brutal forces rather 

let the Virus killing its self-right on the spot, we are hoping this become the final solution to terminating the Virus 

pandemic in a quiet and “peaceful” way.     

     

4. The Approval from the Ministry of Health of Thailand (MOHT) and its Implications 

No matter how much we can claim, and none will go very far if without a qualified, reputable national medical authority 

to verify all the technical details and to give out its approval for public uses. This requirement has been met from the act 

of MOHT. Thailand, as a country, its overall medical quality or advancement has been ranked at the top 6th in the world 

(2019).  

 

MOHT is the first to seriously looking into MMP-C19, and since December 2021 it had been performing various level of 

testing and verification, which including random evidences can be dated back started from May 2021 to July 2022 involved 

hundreds of clinical cases, beside its own advanced biological and medical lab tests, and finally on July 9, 2022, it pulls 

the trigger.  

 

However, the way formulates the approval is bit nontraditional. It contains two parts: the first is a non-toxic confirmation; 

but the second requires on site medical doctor to oversight the products going out.  

 

Thailand’s strictness is well known and its medical industry advancement has long history. For instance, a medical field 

call “Medical Physics (MPs)” in Thailand now exists more than half century. Thailand established its first entity in 1959 

with initiated at Siriraj Hospital. Later the graduate program in Medical Physics at Chulalongkorn University was 

established in 2003. Currently Thailand offers MS and PhD programs.  

 

This medical field deals with the application of the concepts and methods of physics to the prevention, diagnosis and 

treatment of human diseases with a specific goal of improving human health and well-being. Even since 2008, MPs has 

been included officially as a health profession worldwide, according to International Standard Classification of 

Occupation of the International labor organization.  
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So, the way of approval from MOHT reminds us that there are some linkages between MPs and MMP-C19.  

 

5. The application results from MPP-C19 technology surpass our imagination. 

The first and one of the most obvious one is its degree of safeness, which have been mentioned so don’t need further 

elaboration. 

 

The second one is its shortest time required to achieve the shift from patients’ “Positive” infected status to “Negative” 

one. The time is measured by putting on the plaster on man’s recommended body spot until the end period which normally 

require 2-3 days if tested by ATK method; or a little bit delay for PCR test, which only differ by subject measurements 

(the source data came from June,year 2021 to July, 2022-Thailand’s clinical data of MMP-C19 pastes). If a patient’s 

preexisting health conditions be factoring out, the effective rate of MMP-C19 treatment can reach a nearly 100% rate.  

 

The third, or even a more shocking one lies in the fact is MMP-C19 triumphant all the mutational/variations capability 

of Covid-19 virus have. From the last 18 months of period, MMP-C19 product had experienced the Variants from Delta, 

Omicron, BA.5 and its series, the same results and same MMP-C19 products without any modifications, it seems very 

much a capability of the Virus mutation blindness.  

 

The last but not the least is MMP-C19 technology is kids friendly, including Infants. For any other methodology, the 

application on children below 12 are always issues of challenges but are not an issue for MMP-C19. Attached were two 

live testimonies, with one was 5 months old boy and the other was 4 years of girl, all in 2021 infected by Delta virus. So, 

the last claim here in this paper for MMP-C19 technology and products are age blind as well. 

 

6. The Government Policy implications. 

With all the descriptions and claims we have, one outstanding advantage of MMP-C19 is it can be as a convenience 

commodity used. Zero intake、zero injections and no side effect、pure physical therapy, this type of technological 

innovation is first-class and has strong international implications. Compared to the traditional medical system that 

stimulates the body's own immune system and uses the esophagus and blood as transmission channels, it is undoubtedly 

a major breakthrough. 
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